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Photography as we know it today is the work of many 

men . It began as a result of experiments of alchemists and 

early chemists on the action of light on certain chemicals . 

The fact that silver salts blakkened if' exposed to l ight was 

knoi'Tn by 1 565, but not un til 1 727 did anyone try to use thi s 

property to form i mages. In that year J. R. Schulze used a 

mixture of silver nitrate and chalk under stencilled letter 

to form an image after exposure to light . This and similar 

experiments led to the experiments of T. Wedgewood ,,·Ii th a 

mixture of silver nitrate on the surface of paper and leather 

in 1802 . It 'Vlas also suggested at about this time that silver 

chloride was more sensitive than silver ni trate. These 

experiments were only moderately successful because of 

the length of the exposure required to form an image, and 

the fact that there was at this time no knovJD means of 

remo'/ing . t he· unexp.osed sil ve·r salt so that the image 

could be made permanent . 

In these early experiments , the silver salt "trlas usually 

exposed directly to the light, or at best, an image wa s 

formed by blocking off part of the sensitized surface by 

covering it with a. stencil of some sort . Photographic 

images ",ere first formed when one of these sensi tized 

surfaces was exposed to the light in a camera obscura . 

The in'vention of the ca.mera obscura is ··usttally credi ted to 

Giovanni Battista del Porta in 1533, although a number of 

other inventors discussed the fact that such a device 

could probably be built before this time. D. Barbaro in 

1 568 proposed the use of convex lenses and a diaphram to 

secure a greater sharpness of images. This use of lenses 

in cameras gr eatly reduced the required exposme time. 
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In his book published in 1665, J Zahn described a portable 

camera obscure 1:[i th a lens to secure greater brilliancy of 

image , and side 1dngs to shield it from extraneous light. 

By the beginning of the 18!h century, the portable 

camera obscure had become a regular article of commerce, 

although at this time it ~as not used by photography. 

Toward the end of the 18 1h century people began 

to request that some way of preserving the images they 

sa'\,! through their camera obscura be devised. Up to this 

time, the only simple way of producing pictures was the 

silhouette. This consisted of simply tracing the shadovl 

of vlhatever the subject of the picture happened to be. 

J. Nicephore Niepce first tried photography vIi th silver 

chloride in 181 7. 'Unfortunately,- while- he could produce 

images, they I..,ere not permanent. The first successful 

photographs were taken in 1822. At this time asphaltum 

was used. ~~en it Is exposed to light, it becomes insoluable 

in its usual solv'ents. This , .. las the first permanent photograph. 

The process was called heliography. The contrast produced 

in these pictures ",as poor, and the required expos~re time was 

very long. 

In 1829 L.J;M. Daguerre discovered that an iodized silver 

plate could be exposed to light fdr a few seconds, and the 

image thus formed coull/ be developed if the plate 'tIJere fumed 

with mercury vapor. The image was then fixed with a solution 

of thiosulphate of soda and toned by treatment with gold 

chloride. 



In 1839 Fox Talbot announced that he had made permanent 

photographs by using silver iodide with an excess of nitrate , 

and fixation with "lith sodium ,thiosulphate . This produced a 

negative image , from which a positive could be produced by 

repeating the same process,. Talbot t s process \1aS the first 

stage in the real line of photography, the in'Icntlons of 

Daguerre and Niepce being bypaths whose chief importance v.Tas 

the stimulation they gave to photographic evolution. 

In 18~ Scott Archer published his wet collodion 

proeess . In this process, a clean glass plate was coated 

wi th iodized, colodion, and sensi tized by dipping 1m in a 

bath of silver nitrate . The plate was then exposed wet , 

and developed immediately ,nth a solution of pyrogallol and 

acetic acid, and fixed vii th sodi:~un thiosulphate . The necessi ty 

for preparing the plates inwediately before exposure and 

developing them immediately a.fter considerably limited 

the practice of photography , although the process pro6uced 

acceptable pictures . This vIas the process that ,,,as used by 

the well kno1:m photographer of the Civil tvar , Hathe\1 Brady • 

In the 1870 t s, a grea.t deal of experimental vlork \Vas 

done in an attempt to replace collodion 't\rith a gelatine emulsion 

to eliminate the need to expose .the plates v-l: ile t hey "'lere 

wet. A nUL~ber of men working on the problen independently . 

finally solved the problem of making dry plates almost 

siml1.1 taneously • 



In 1884 George Eastman developed the roll film system of 

photography. Originally paper v13;S used as the backing material, 

but it was soon repla c ed with nitrocellulose ~ilm. This film 

wa s' applied at once by Thoma s Edison to mru~ing motion 

pictures. The higbly inflammable nitrocellulose film via s 

later replaced with cellulose acetate, vlhich is still being 

used tod.ay. 

With the development of roll film, all of the basic 

elements of photography as we now know it were in existance. 
'., 

Since this time there has been a constant improvement in the 

materials used, but the basic processes are still the same. 
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